




Xera is a multipurpose chair, designed to satisfy your seating needs with offering 
versatile solutions to harmonize perfectly in offices, seminar rooms, cafeteria areas 
and waiting areas. Xera collections come with 4 different models, Swivel Chair, 
Nesting Chair, Stacking Chair and Link Chair, with a wide variety of colours. 



BACK VIEWSIDE VIEW TOP VIEW

Xera Swivel come with swivel, tilt, and 
seat-height adjustments to support a broad 
range of activities, such as working at a desk 
and gliding for collaborative work, and small 
discussion. It provides mobility in workplace as 
well as conference area and discussion area. 

OFFICE TASK CHAIR
XERA SWIVEL



Xera Nesting is ideal for seminar or training 
area. Its foldable design helps in conserving 
the floor space and maximizing storing 
capacity. 

SEMINAR/ TRAINING CHAIR
XERA NESTING
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Xera Stacking provide a practical solutions for cafeteria 
and conference areas. It allows you to stack it up to 6 
chairs on floor and provides a great storing solution. With 
its great facility to store, Xera provides space saving 
solution to occupy the least space possible.  

CONFERENCE/ CAFETERIA CHAIR

XERA STACKING



A comfortable, pleasant, and attractive 
waiting place encourages people to seat, 
interact, and wait. When Xera is being gang 
together with a long beam, it comes up as a 
public seating lounge chair. It is available in 
2,3 and 4 seats.  

PUBLIC SEATING

XERA LINK 
CHAIR
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Disclaimer:  All images are for illustration purposes only, subject to change without prior notice.

Xera Stacking can be stacked up to 6 chairs on floor.Xera intelligent supports users 
through an intuitive recline.

Xera nesting in foldable design maximizing the 
storing capacity.

Black Glory Pased Scuba Calypso Hula Wind-Jammer

Mesh Backrest Colour

Perforated Polypropylene Backrest & Seat Colour

Frame Colour

Fabric Colour

Note: 1) For more fabric colour options, please refer to Artmatrix Vertex, Time and 
    Excella fabric chart. 
 

Xera’s backrest in contoured shape provides 
comfortable seating experience. It comes with 

3 designs, perforated polypropylene, 
perforated polypropylene with mesh and 

padded. 

Xera features 2 types at seat, polypropylene 
and padded.

 
Xera in fantastic scope of colours and 

materials offers a variety of way to 
personalize the look of chair. A range of 

versatile colour choices in backrest and seat, 
provides plenty of options to personalize the 

chair.
 

All Xeras are available with or without 
armrest. 

AU 01 AU 02 AU 05 AU 04 AU 03 AU 06

Green Violet Grey Blue

Black Grey

2) Fabric colour shown may not be an accurate representation of the actual 
    colour, please refer to actual colour samples for final colour confirmation.

Xera Test Certificate
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